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What is Philately?

Philately is a word invented in 1864 to describe stamp collecting.
Two Greek words ‘philos’ meaning ‘friend’ and ‘atelia’ meaning
‘postage’ were joined together to create ‘Philately’, so the friend
of a stamp is a philatelist or stamp collector!
Before the internet and mobile phones, if you wanted to
send someone a message, you would probably have sent
a letter. To show that you had paid the cost of postage you
would have put a stamp on the envelope.
Rowland Hill was in charge of the Post Office
when the world’s first postage stamp was
issued by Great Britain in 1840, in the reign of
Queen Victoria. It is known as the Penny Black
- because it was printed in black ink and had
the value of one penny. It
shows a picture of Queen
Victoria, aged 21, wearing
a crown. She was so
pleased with the stamp that
the same profile was used
until she died in 1901 when
she was 81 years old.

At one time Royal
Mail was delivering
75 million letters
every day!

It became very popular, very quickly,
because it was so easy to use and enabled people to send letters for
not very much money. As people started to receive letters with stamps
they started to collect them.
In Victorian times many
people used stamps as
decoration in their homes
sticking them to tables,
chairs, trays - sometimes
as wallpaper in their rooms!

The idea of the adhesive postage stamp
quickly spread. The first countries to follow
Britain’s example were Brazil and Switzerland
in 1843, USA in 1845, Mauritius in 1847 and
Bermuda in 1848. Gradually, every country in
the world started using postage stamps.
The designs on early stamps were quite
simple but gradually more detailed and
pictorial designs were
introduced. As more and more
stamps were seen on letters
travelling across the world,
people saw that they could be
used for commemorative and
propaganda purposes.
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The United States issued
the first set of stamps with
different pictorial designs,
in 1869. The designs
included a post rider,
locomotive and steam ship.

One of the most famous
collectors in the world is our
own Queen, Queen Elizabeth II.
Her collection is known as the
Royal Philatelic Collection. Her
grandfather, King George V, was
an extremely keen collector.

People found that not only did stamps make
it easy to send letters to each other, they were
attractive and so they started to collect them.
Stamps were seen every day on letters and, if
you were lucky, letters arrived from overseas
with stamps you had not seen before. As more
and more stamps with colourful and attractive
designs were issued even more people started
to collect and began to take more care of
them! The first stamp album was printed in
1862 and the hobby of stamp collecting or
Philately was born. No one knows how many
stamp collectors there are, but it is probably
the most popular hobby in the world!

What to Collect? How do I choose?

It’s a good idea to begin in a general way, looking at as many different
stamps as possible. Some people try to collect stamps from every
country or a continent. Others like to concentrate on just one country.
You might find that you like the stamps of a particular country, perhaps
because of their design. You can also collect stamps about a subject
you are interested in.

Collecting stamps by
their subject rather
than by the country that
issued them is known
as ‘Thematic Collecting’.

Someone in your family might have a stamp collection which
they will let you look at – and maybe share with you!
Here are some ideas to get you thinking. Jot your ideas down.
The Country I live in
This would make it easy to
build up your collection as you
could buy stamps from the
Post Office as they are issued.
Somewhere that I have visited
Have you been somewhere on
holiday that really interested you and
you would like to learn more about?

One of your hobbies. Do you:
• Play football, have dancing
lessons, play a musical instrument
• Enjoy reading
• Go to the theatre or cinema
A famous person
• An Explorer or Scientist
• A member of the
Royal Family
• A Musician
On organisation that you are a
member of or would like to learn
more about
• Scouts and Guides
• The Red Cross

Has your family lived in
another Country?
You could learn about where and how
they lived. There might be relatives you
could talk to or to send you stamps.
A Country you would like to visit
The commemorative and special
stamps of a country tell its story
so you can learn about its history
as well as what it is like today.
Something that interests you
Are you fascinated by:
• Space
• Animals - cats and dogs or
more exotic creatures
An event that you
have attended or
would like to see
• The Olympics
• Football World Cup

You might decide to collect a country and
a theme – this means that you will always
have something to look out for.
Once you have decided whether you are going to collect
by a subject or theme, or by a single country, to form a
collection you need to find as many stamps and other
interesting items as possible. Some countries and subjects
may be more difficult than others but whatever you choose
there are stamps that fit the bill – you could even collect
stamps about stamp collecting!
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Where can I get Stamps from?

The new issues of British stamps are sold in many Post Offices, but you can
also buy certain definitive stamps from supermarkets and other shops.
Normally, these are sold in ‘booklets’ of 4, 6 or 12, 1st or 2nd class stamps.
Watch out for announcements of new stamps being issued. If you can afford
them and want to collect them buy them as soon as they are issued as they
often sell out very quickly.

New issues are also sold in
‘Presentation Packs’. These contain
a full set of stamps with detailed
information about the stamps. If they
are commemorative or special stamps
there will be information about the
subject or event. Packs are usually
sold at a price a little above the face
value of the stamps.
You can buy stamps on the internet.
Stamp dealers have sites where you
can look and shop on-line. Some
dealers sell on Ebay too. You will need
an adult to help if you find something
you want to buy but you can look at
stamps and covers and get ideas for
your collection.
Some towns and cities have stamp
dealer shops. If you are lucky enough
to have one near you, you will
probably be able to buy stamps or
covers to add to your collection –
unless you choose something very
unusual. As the stamp dealer gets
to know you, he might look out for
things for you.
Stamp fairs are held at different times
during the year in various towns and
cities. This is where you will find lots of
stamp dealers who bring stamps and
covers to sell. There will be dealers
who only have a single country, others
who have every country and some that
sell thematic subjects. You can look
Find out about ‘Stamp Active’
and what it offers by visiting:
www.stampactive.co.uk
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in their albums or in boxes of stamps
and covers and decide what you like.
You might decide to buy a stamp that
you already have in your collection
because it is in better condition than
the one you have. You can find out
about stamp fairs near you by looking
in local newspapers or on the internet.
Perhaps you could visit ‘Stampex’
[held at the Business Design Centre
in London] where you should visit the
‘Stamp Active’ area. There you will see
thousands of stamps and covers.

However, whatever you collect one
of the most important things is the
condition of the items you have. ‘Mint’
or ‘unused’ stamps should be clean,
without tears or creases and should
still have their gum on the back. If a
mint stamp has been mounted with a
hinge there might be some damage
on the reverse so it is important to
check this. Mint self-adhesive stamps
should still be attached to the original
backing paper.

Some countries have facilities to
supply collectors with new stamps;
you may be able to order stamps
as they are issued and buy them at
face value.
When you go on holiday to a foreign
country, send yourself a postcard!
Hotels sometimes have stamps to
sell to guests or will be able to tell
you where to buy them. Try and find
a post office but newsagents and
supermarkets often have stamps to
sell to holiday makers.

Obviously, used stamps will not be in
perfect condition. They should still be
clean, undamaged and have only a
light postmark so that the design of
the stamp can still be seen.

Ask your family and friends to keep
any envelopes they receive through
the post for you. Don’t worry about
having duplicates – you can decide
what to keep. If any of your family are
going abroad, ask them to send you
a postcard or give them an envelope
with your address on it and ask them
to post it back to you. You could have
an interesting stamp or postmark to
add to your collection!

Light and heavy postmarks

How do I look after my Stamp Collection?

When you look at your stamp collection and start to handle it, the most important thing to have is
CLEAN HANDS! You don’t want to spoil your stamp or cover by picking it up and leaving fingerprints all
over it. You also need to keep your collection tidy and safe so here are some of the tools to help you:
Tweezers
Tweezers are a small instrument like a pair of tongs that you should use to pick up
stamps or covers. There are lots of different types but for stamp collecting you need
tweezers with flattened tips or ‘spade’ ends as these will prevent damage. Don’t be
tempted to borrow tweezers from the bathroom or first aid kit!

Stockbook
To keep your stamps clean, safe and in good condition you should store them in a
Stock Book. Each page of the book has strips or pockets to slip your stamps into. You
can decide how you arrange them – perhaps by country and then by date of issue.

Magnifying Glass
Using a magnifying glass helps you to see the design of the stamp in more detail
and to see things you wouldn’t otherwise see. You could find an ‘error’ – for instance
where the design hasn’t printed properly, which makes your stamp more interesting.

Stamp Album
There are two types of stamp album – pre-printed or loose leaf. You can buy a preprinted album with a page for each country. When you first start collecting these are a
good idea as you can see how many stamps you have for each country and it might
help you to decide what you would really like to collect. A pre-printed album for a
particular country has a space for each stamp that has been issued (sometimes with a
picture). Some have transparent pockets over the picture so you can slot the stamps
in as you find them.
As your collection and knowledge develop you will probably want to start to arrange it
in your own style, on sheets of paper which you would store in a loose-leaf album. It’s
like a file you use in school and means that you can move the pages around. [We’ll talk
more about how to arrange your collection and what you need in more detail later].
There are also special albums for storing first-day and other covers, postcards,
presentation packs and stamp booklets.

Mounts
There are different ways to fix or ‘mount’ your stamps into your album but most
importantly never use any sort of glue! If your stamps are in ‘mint condition’ you
should use transparent mounts. These can be cut to the size of your stamp which fits
in the pocket. The back of the mount is gummed so can be stuck to your album page.
However, these can be expensive. You can use transparent mounts for ‘used’ stamps
too but you could also use ‘stamp hinges’. These are small pieces of gummed
paper – you stick one end of the paper to the back of the stamp and the other end to
the album page. To mount miniature sheets, stamp booklets and covers you will
need photograph corners.

Perforation Gauge
Perforations are measured by the number of holes there are every 2 centimetres. A
perforation gauge is a type of ruler with special markings and moving a stamp along
a perforation gauge until the perforations match the grid enables you to know the
perforation measurement.

We’ll talk about arranging and mounting your collection in more detail later.
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About your Postage Stamp

When you start to look at your stamps in detail you will see
more than you first thought, especially if you use a magnifying glass! Some of the features found on many stamps:
Perforations

Margin: plain space
around the design

Year of issue

Subject or
reason for issue:
Stamp Day 1962

Design, picture
or illustration
Gummed or selfadhesive (look at the
back of the stamp)

Denomination or
face value: the
cost of the stamp

Designer or artist:
Adelbert Pilch

Country of
issue: Austria

Mint, Poor
Condition

Used, Good
Condition

Used, Poor
Condition

Is your stamp ‘Mint’ or ‘Used’?
If you cannot see any sign of a
postmark or cancellation on the front
of your stamp look at the back of it.
If it still has all of its gum intact then it
is described as being ‘mint’, in ‘mint
condition’. This means that it has not
been used to send something through
the post.
Many countries now have selfadhesive stamps which are sold
attached to a special paper which
allows you to remove them to attach
to an envelope or parcel.
If you can see a postmark or other
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Perforations are holes punched
around a stamp so that they can be
easily separated.
The first stamps did not have
perforations so had to be removed
from the sheet with scissors. This is
why the ‘margins’ are sometimes not
equal or straight. These stamps are
known as ‘imperforate’
Perforations are not all the same. The
size of the holes and the distance
between the holes can be different.
Perforations can be measured using a
tool called a ‘Perforation Gauge’.

Engraver of the design
onto a metal plate for
printing: Rudolf Toth

You may also see some of the following on your stamp:
• Postmark [also called a
by an organisation, ie Red
cancellation] on a ‘used’ stamp
Cross or World Wildlife Fund
• Postal use [Postage,
• The name of the company
Revenue, Air mail]
that printed the stamp
• Logo - A sign or symbol used

Mint, Good
Condition

Perforations

form of cancellation on your stamp
showing that it has been sent through
the post then it is described as being
‘used’.
Some people only collect ‘mint’
stamps but some people only collect
‘used’ as the postmark shows that
the stamp has done the job it was
designed for – to send something
through the post.
When you start to look at stamp
catalogues or websites for stamp
dealers you will see many of these
terms in their descriptions of stamps.

Penny Black

Penny Red

The British Penny Red
was the first stamp to
have perforations and was
issued in February 1854.

Watermarks
Stamps are usually printed on very
good quality paper. Stamp paper can
sometimes to be ‘watermarked’ to
prevent people copying or forging
stamps. A design is pressed into
paper when it is being made. This
makes the paper thinner so that the
watermark can be seen when a stamp
is held up to the light or is placed face
down on top of a piece of black paper.
The condition of your stamp.
Is very important. Try to make
sure that it is not torn, folded
or damaged. If possible,
the perforations around the
stamp should be intact.

Where in the World?

Sometimes it is difficult to know which country a stamp has come
from as not everyone uses English and some countries have
different alphabets too! Some countries have changed their names
or no longer exist. Stamps from Great Britain are the only ones not
to have the name of the country on them but you will see the head
of the Queen (or for stamps between 1903 and 1952, the King).

Stamps from other countries
If you are looking at stamps from
other countries you might not
recognise the name of the country
because it is in the language of that
country rather than English.

Here are some examples to help you:

Ireland

Albania

Only the stamps of Great Britain
(England, Northern Ireland,
Scotland and Wales) do not have
the country of issue on them.

Some countries use different
alphabets – so you need to become
a detective! The currency could give
you a clue. If you have a printed
album you could look through it to
find the same alphabet or a picture
of your stamp or you could look in a
stamp catalogue.

Austria

Finland

Country Name on the stamp

Country name in English

Belgie / Belgique

Belgium

Ceskoslovensko

Czechoslovakia

Danmark

Denmark

DDR

East Germany

Deutsche Bundespost

West Germany

Deutschland

Germany

Eire

Ireland

Espana

Spain

Hellas

Greece

Foroya

Faroe Islands

Francaise

France

Helvetia

Switzerland

Italia / Italiane

Italy

Magyar Posta

Hungary

Nederland

Netherlands

Nipon

Japan

Norge or Noreg

Norway

Polska

Poland

Republik Osterreich

Austria

Romana

Rumania

CCCP

Russia

Suomi

Finland

Sverige

Sweden

Shqiperia

Albania

Sweden

Belgium
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Stamp Booklets and Miniature Sheets

Most stamps are printed in
large sheets, usually of just one
design which is why stamps
are most often square or
rectangular, but some countries
have issued triangular, diamond
shaped or circular stamps.

Miniature Sheets

The first stamp in an unusual
shape was issued by Sierra
Leone in 1964. It is in the
shape of the country.

Miniature sheets are just that – a
small sheet which may contain just
one stamp or one each of a set of
stamps or even distinctively designs
stamps. They are usually issued to
commemorate an event or a famous
person and are often very decorative
with other illustrations so can be very
attractive to add to your collection.
The first miniature sheet was issued
by Luxembourg in 1923 and had a
single stamp. The first sheet with
more than one stamp came from
Belgium in 1937.

Stamp Booklets
Stamps are also sold in ‘booklets’
of usually 4, 6 or 12 stamps, usually
of the same value but there can be
a mixture of values. These are a
convenient way for people to buy
stamps for posting letters as they
Booklet of 1st
can keep the booklet in their purse
class, Cover and Inside
or wallet. Booklets are sold in post
offices, supermarkets and shops. For stamp collectors there are sometimes
special booklets to mark new issues or special events and these can be an
interesting addition to your collection. Booklets can also have pictorial covers
which might link to a thematic collection.

Winnie the Pooh

Great Britain’s first miniature
sheet was issued in 1978
showing historic buildings.
It was issued to promote
a major stamp exhibition
being held in 1980.

Cover of 50p booklet

Australian booklet showing front
cover, inside and back cover
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The first
country to
introduce
stamp
booklets was
Luxembourg
in 1895.

Austria, 150th year of Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra miniature sheet

Different Stamps for Different Reasons

Stamps are issued and used for different reasons and have different names.
Definitive

Coil or Roll

Stamps issued for normal, everyday
use and usually available for an
unlimited period.

Stamps specially
printed in long
strips so that they
can be sold in
vending machines.

Charity Stamps
Commemorative
Stamps issues to celebrate
a significant event or person
or important aspects of life,
usually produced in limited
quantities and sold for a
limited time. Sometimes called
‘Special Issues’.

Stamps with an extra cost to the face
value which raises money for charity or
other good causes.

Airmail

Local

Used on letters which will travel
by air.

Used officially or privately to pay
postage in a particular area rather than
throughout a country.

Postage Due
Used on letters to show that not
enough stamps have been used to
cover the cost of postage. The person
who receives the letter has to pay
the difference.

Revenue or Official
Stamps issued specifically
for use by Government
Departments or to collect taxes.

Perfin
Initials, usually of a company
or government, perforated into
stamps used by the company
to send mail (and to stop
people stealing them!).

Omnibus Issue
Stamps which often have the
same or similar design on a
common theme but are issued
by more than one country.

It’s thought that the first commemorative stamps
were issued by New South Wales, Australia in
1888 to mark the centenary of British settlement.
Amongst the designs were a view of Sydney,
Captain Cook, an emu and a kangaroo.

When you look at your collection of stamps you will
learn words from different languages. For instance,
• In French - stamp is ‘Timbre’, postcard - ‘carte postale’,
postmark - ‘timbre d’obliteration’, Air mail - ‘Poste Aerienne,
• In German - Briefmarke, Postkarte, Poststempel,
‘Luftpost’
• In Spanish - Sello, Tarjeta Postal, Matasellos,
‘Correo Aereo’
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About your Cover

Stamp collectors call an envelope that has been
used in the post a ‘cover’. Some collectors
like to collect covers as it shows that stamps
have been used for the purpose they were
intended for. Here are the things to pay special
attention to:
Postmark
Sometimes called a ‘cancellation’ this shows where it was
posted and the date posted.

The stamp and its value

Slogan Postmark
This could be an
advertisement for a company
or event or important
information that the general
public need to know.
Looking at the postmarks on
envelopes can often show a
link to your chosen theme.

Glasgow Royal Concert Hall & Middlesex Stamp Day

How much did it cost to post this envelope?
It was soon
realised that
a postmark
could be used
to convey a
message –
often called
a ‘Slogan’.

The person or organisation it has been sent to
Has it been sent to an interesting or unusual person
or organisation?

Address
Has it been sent to somewhere special, within the same
country or abroad?

More things to look for
There may be other markings on your cover which could add to
the story you want your collection to tell.

Incorrectly Addressed

By Air Mail

Special Services – Express, Registered
Postage Due

By Ship
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Some collectors are more interested in the postmarks on an
envelope than the stamps! You could collect covers or postmarks
sent to or from a specific country, town or city – maybe where you
live for instance.

First Day Covers

A ‘First Day Cover’ is a specially printed envelope which
enables you to post new stamps on the day they are issued.
The envelope will be illustrated with the subject of the stamps
and can be very attractive.
There is sometimes an insert to the envelope which tells you more about
the stamps or the subject of the stamps. Post Offices look after first day
covers carefully to ensure that they have the special postmarks to confirm
that they were used on the first day of issue

Set of stamps

Postmark showing
date of issue and
link to the theme

Great Britain introduced
a postmark reading ‘First
Day of Issue’ in 1963.
In 1964 the Post Office
produced special envelopes
for the first time – for the
Shakespeare Festival issue.

It is much better if the postmark is
linked to the theme of the stamps
rather than simply saying ‘First Day
of Issue’. The more unusual the
postmark the better.

Illustration

Insert with information
about the subject of
the stamps

Postal Stationery
Most countries sell
cards and envelopes
with stamps already
printed on them.
Stamp collectors call
this ‘Postal Stationery’.

Gibraltar, 80th birthday of Queen Mother

You can collect
these either in ‘mint
condition’, meaning
that it has not been
sent through the post
so will not have an
address or postmark
or as ‘used’ when it
has been sent through
the post.

Hungary, World Wildlife Fund

St Helena, Red Cross
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Used Stamps and Postmarks

Until you are sure that you
know everything there is to
know about your cover, it is
a good idea to leave it intact.
Once you have done your
research you might decide that
it is just the used stamp that
you want to keep because the
postmark will not add anything
to your collection or that you
want to keep both the stamp
and the postmark.

Keeping self-adhesive stamps
First decide whether the stamp is
gummed or self-adhesive. It is almost
impossible to remove a self-adhesive
stamp from an envelope without
damaging it. The best thing to do is to
carefully cut around the stamp leaving
a tidy, equal margin around it.

In 1964, Sierra Leone was
the first country to use selfadhesive stamps. Today,
they are used by most
countries across the world.

If the stamp is gummed it can be removed from the envelope paper. Never try to pull a stamp off as
you are sure to damage it! It is best to float them off like this:
1. Make separate piles of white and
coloured envelopes. Stamps on
coloured paper have to treated
separately because the coloured
paper could stain the stamps.

2. Carefully cut out the stamps
leaving about 1cm of the
envelope around each. Be careful
not to cut into the perforations of
the stamp.
3. Pour some warm, not hot, water
into a shallow container.
4. Float the cut
out stamps
on the surface
of the water,
face up. Do
not mix white

and coloured envelopes! You can
float as many stamps as you have
room for.
5. Leave them for about 15 minutes
(no touching) to allow the water
time to soak the gum that is
sticking the stamp to the paper.
6. After 15
minutes make
sure that your
hands are
clean then try
to gently peel
the stamps
from the paper. DO NOT use
your tweezers to do this. When
stamps are wet they are not as
strong so using tweezers could
damage them.
7. If they do not peel off easily, leave
them for another 5 minutes then
try again.

8. Place the wet stamps onto a
sheet of blotting paper or kitchen
roll. Cover with another sheet of
blotting paper or kitchen roll then
place a heavy book on top. This
will flatten the stamps as they dry.
9. Leave them to dry overnight or for
about 15 hours. Don’t try to hurry
the process by putting them near
a radiator or in the sun as this will
damage the stamps.
10. If not all of the gum has dissolved
in the water some stamps might
have stuck to the blotting paper
or kitchen roll. If this happens cut
them out and soak them again.
11. When the stamps are completely
dry they can
be put safely
into your
stock book
– using your
tweezers now.

Keeping the stamp and the postmark
If you decide that you want to keep
the stamp and the postmark and that
there is nothing else special about the
envelope you need to cut them out of
the envelope. Cut a neat rectangular
shape, leaving about 1cm around the
whole of the stamp and the slogan
postmark if there is one.
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Never try to cut around
the postmark
and stamp in
a fancy shape.

How do I find out more about my stamps?

When you collect stamps you also
become a detective! There is so much
to find out about out your stamps
or covers.

Depending on the type of catalogue
you use you will be able to find
the following information about
your stamp:

Once you have gathered a reasonable
number of stamps and have also
found some other items such as
postmarks, a miniature sheet or two,
maybe some stamp booklets and
perhaps a first day cover then you
need to find out as much as you can
about them.

All World • when it was issued
• For commemorative stamps, the
reason it was issued; for instance,
the event or person it is marking
• Whether your stamp is one of
a set of stamps and it will list all
the other stamps in the set
• The face value of the stamps
• Colour of your stamp and of
the others in a set (although
as many modern stamps are
very colourful, the various
colours may not be identified)

The first thing to do is to look very
closely at your stamps - using a
magnifying glass helps! You might find
some of the information you need,
such as the year of issue or the name
of a person or animal or flower in
the design.

Stamp Catalogues
To find out more about your stamps
you need to look at a stamp
catalogue. This is a book which lists
all the stamps issued by a country
in date order and has illustrations
of some stamps. An “All World’
catalogue lists every stamp from every
country that has issued or still issues
stamps. If you have decided to collect
a single country there are specialised
catalogues for most countries and
some thematic subjects have their
own catalogues which list all the
stamps issued on a theme by all the
different countries. You can use a
catalogue to find out where you have
gaps in your collection.

You will find this additional
information in specialised
catalogues • Who designed the stamp
• Who printed it
• Perforations
• Watermarks
Catalogues can be large and
expensive. All World catalogues are
now split into different volumes so
you might only need the volume that
has your chosen country. Your local
library may have copies, usually in
the reference section, where you
can go and look up the information.
You might be able to find secondhand copies of catalogues on
the internet or in charity shops or
second-hand bookshops.

Stamp club meeting

The Internet
You can find out about almost
anything on the Internet, including
your stamps!
But remember, that you need to keep
notes about what you have found out!

Stamp Magazines
There are magazines published each
month about stamp collecting which
you can buy in larger newsagents.
There might not always be something
about what you collect but you will
learn about other aspects of stamp
collecting. New issues from many
countries are often listed and there
are articles about some of them so
you could discover new items for
your collection.
They also have details of when and
where stamp exhibitions and stamp
fairs are being held, so you might see
an event where you can see other
people’s stamps or buy stamps from
stamp dealers.

Stamp or ‘Philatelic’ Societies
Some towns and cities have societies
that you could join and attend
meetings where you could see other
people’s collections, and talk with
other collectors who will be able to
give you good advice - and perhaps
some spare stamps.

Stamp Exhibitions

Stamp Active area at Stampex

Local and national exhibitions are
held every year. The largest national
exhibition is “Stampex’ which is
held at the Business Design Centre
in London, usually in February and
September each year. Stamp Active
has a special area where you can
come along and find some new
stamps and take part in fun activities.
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How do I tell the Story of my Collection?

First of all, you need to think of a title; it could simply be the name
of the country you are collecting for instance ‘Great Britain’, or an
event, such as ‘The Olympic Games’, a person, such as ‘Queen
Elizabeth II’ or something that interests you, such as Animals.
Next, you need to look at all of your material
and decide how you want to use it to tell a story
and describe your collection. You’ll probably find
that it splits into sections; for instance if you are
collecting a country you could:

For a subject such
as Animals:

Show the stamps in the order that they were
issued - by month and year

• The country
that they live in:
Africa, Australia,
Antarctic or by the
type of animal

Or you might have
stamps that show:
• Cities: Capital
city, historic cities,
holiday destinations
• Buildings: castles,
theatres, churches
• Famous people:
writers, musicians,
actors
• Royal Family:
kings and
queens, princes
and princesses
• Food: fruit and
vegetables, farming

Or by the type of
animal:
• Species: Lions,
Tigers, Elephants
• Pets: Cats, Rabbits
• Working animals:
Horses, Dogs

For an event
like the Olympic
Games, you could
have sections for:
• Each year: London
2012, Rio 2016
• Or by individual
sport: Swimming,
Sailing, Running
and jumping,
Hockey

You can see that quite quickly you can form the sections,
like chapters in a book. Also, as you find more material
you can add it to your collection either by creating a new
section, for the Olympics in 2024, or by adding to an
existing chapter - a Royal Wedding for instance.
You may have already done your research about the
stamps or covers or the subject, and hopefully, will have
made notes but you might need to do some more to tell
the story.

Now the time has come to arrange and write up your collection!
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So - now that you have:

What sort of Album Pages should I use?

•
•
•
•

It is best to use good quality paper that is slightly thicker
and heavier than normal paper.

Sorted out your stamps and other material
Decided upon a title
Decided upon the sections or chapters
Researched your stamps and the subject

The time has come to arrange and write up your stamps
on album pages!

You can choose whether to use plain paper or buy special
sheets that have a grid printed on them. Having a grid
makes it easier to present your stamps in straight lines and
to keep your writing in line.

What type of layout?
Lay out your items on the type of album
sheets you are going to use making it
look as attractive as possible. It is always
best to handle your stamps with stamp
tweezers - this stops finger marks and
prevents damage.
Remember to allow space to write
something about the material and to tell your
story. It’s important not to overcrowd the
pages with either too many stamps or too
much writing.

Try different layout options

Try different types of layout; some people
like everything to be very symmetrical whilst
others like a more abstract layout. Mark out
your layout in pencil so that you remember
how you want it to look. There is no right or
wrong way, it is whatever pleases you and
shows the material at its best!
You can allow for any gaps in your collection
that you hope to fill! For instance, if you
know that there are 3 stamps in a set, but
you only have 2 of the stamps, leave a
space for the 3rd stamp so that when you
do find it you can slot it in without having to
redo that page.
Now it’s time to start writing up the pages….

Leave a space for any stamps
you haven’t found yet

Display your collection in whatever
way shows it best

What type of Lettering?
It’s your choice!
• Computer - but remember to
format each page in the same way
• Handwritten - if your
writing is neat and tidy
The title should be on every page,
then underneath the section or
chapter of that page. Make sure that
these headings are formatted in the
same way on every page.

For instance:
THE OLYMPIC GAMES
LONDON 2012
The Olympic Games
London 2012
Watch out for spelling mistakes and
try to be as neat as possible. If you
are hand-writing your pages, make
sure that you use the same colour ink
on all the pages!

Your write-up should tell your story
but be as brief as possible. Try to
include an unusual fact or point out
something especially interesting about
your stamps.
Remember that the stamps and
covers are the most important and
what you want to see at their best
so there is no need to add any
decoration to your pages!
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Mounting your Collection
You will probably have collected some or all of the following:
• Mint Stamps
• Postmarks
• Used Stamps
• First Day Covers (FDC)
• Miniature Sheets, blocks of stamps • Other covers
There are different ways to mount these items:

Mint Stamps
It is best to use a transparent mount as
you should always protect the gum on
the back of the stamp. This will keep your
stamp in mint condition. Always cut the

Well-presented and
written pages will give
you a collection of which
you will feel proud - and
happy to show to your
family and friends.

mount a little bit bigger than your stamp
to create a border around it. The back of
the mount is gummed so that you can
stick into your album or onto your sheet.

Used Stamps
Because the gum will have been removed from these
stamps you could use a stamp hinge to fix it to your
sheet. You can buy ready-folded hinges.

1. Place your stamp picture
side down onto a clean
piece of paper Holding
the hinge with your
tweezers, slightly wet the
folded part of the hinge

2. Stick it to your stamp
as near to the top edge
as possible, but try not
to let the it show from
the front

Self-adhesive Mint & Used stamps
These should not be removed either from their original
backing paper or from the envelope. So you could use
either a mount or a hinge.
If you have a mixture of these mint and used stamps it
looks neater if you use the same type of mount for them all.
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3. Now holding the stamp,
but not the hinge, with
your tweezers, slightly
wet the lower edge of
the longer hinge flap

4. Turn the stamp over and
position where you have
marked on your sheet.
Lift the stamp and gently
press down on the hinge
to make sure it has
stuck to your sheet

Miniature Sheets, Blocks of stamps, FDC and Covers
The simplest way to mount these is to use photograph
corner mounts.
When you have completed writing up and mounting your
collection it is time to stand back and admire your work!

How can I show my Collection
to other People?

School stamp clubs

After you have spent time and effort
writing up your collection it’s really
good to let other people know about
your hobby. Not only can you show
them what you have collected but
you can also tell them what you have
learned about your stamps and covers
and about your chosen subject.
Members of your family might have given you
stamps so they will be interested to see how you
have used them - and may be so impressed that
they find more material for you!

your collection but you would also be able to
look at other collectors’ material and learn more
about philately.
There are a number of stamp competitions held
every year which are open to young collectors
across the UK. This is another opportunity to
show your collection to other people and you can
win medals, trophies and prizes. The competition
judges will also give feedback on your entry and
offer ideas for improving or enhancing your entry
for the next time. Entries to the competitions are
displayed at UK national stamp exhibitions.

Your friends could be surprised that you collect
stamps because they have never seen a stamp
collection. They might be inspired to start
collecting themselves.
You could show your stamps at school in ‘Show
and Tell’ sessions, especially if your collection
relates to a subject you are studying at a
particular time. Some schools, but not many,
have stamp clubs where you can swap stamps
or get help with finding new material by the club
leader. If your school doesn’t have a club why not
think about asking if you could set up a club with
the help of a teacher?
You could join a Stamp Club if there is one in
the town or city where you live, where you could
show your collection to other members. They
will be able to give you help and advice about

Competition entries at Stampex

The Stamp Active Network has a website
with a ‘Competition’ section. Here
you will find details of all the national
competitions including the rules,
entry forms and examples of winning
entries from past competitions.
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Philatelic Words and Terms

There are lots of words or ‘terms’ used in stamp collecting Philately is one of them!
Here are some of the most common ones that you will see and might need to know about. You will
already have read about and seen examples of some of these in earlier chapters - the ones in bold.

Adhesive

The gum or self-adhesive substance that sticks a stamp to an envelope

Airmail Stamp

A stamp that is used on a letter or parcel that is being sent overseas by air

Block

More than 4 stamps joined together in a square or
oblong shape

Booklet

A small folder usually containing 4, 6 or 12 stamps

Coil (Roll) Stamps

Stamps specially printed in long strips sold from a vending machine. Stamps are often
only perforated on 2 sides

Commemorative or Special Stamp or set of stamps issued to mark a special occasion or event. Often large
and colourful
Cancellation

A postmark on a stamp which shows it has been used for postage and to stop it being
used again

Cover

An envelope that has been sent through the post

Definitive

An ordinary stamp that is used for everyday postage

Denomination

The value printed on a stamp. Shows what it would have cost to buy the stamp when it
was first issued

Die

The original engraving of the stamp design

Entire

A complete envelope

Error

Mistake in the printing of the stamp, such as a colour missing.

Essay

First Day Cover - FDC

Suggested designs for a stamp shown on a Stampex
souvenir sheet

A cover with stamps sent and postmarked on the first day that they were sold. Special
covers and postmarks are usually used

Gutter

Strip of paper between rows of stamps in a sheet

Imperforate

Without perforations

Inverted

Up-side down (used to describe watermarks). Some overprints can also be inverted.

Margins

The plain space around the design on a stamp
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Meter mark

Stamp and postmark printed all-in-one on a
letter by a special machine

Miniature Sheet

Small decorative sheet, sometimes with only 1 stamp, issued as a souvenir for collectors

Mint

A stamp in perfect condition. It will not have been stuck to anything and will not have
been used to post a letter

Overprint

Words or numbers printed onto a stamp to increase its value, mark
an event or allow it to be used in another country

Perfin (Perforated Initials)

Initials, usually of a company, perforated into stamps used by the company to send mail

Perforation

Series of holes punched between stamps so that they can be separated easily

Philately

Another name for stamp collecting. If you collect stamps you are a ‘Philatelist’

Postage Due

Special stamp put on a letter that hasn’t got the correct stamps to pay the postage.

Postal Stationery

Specially made envelopes that can have the cost of postage included indicated by a
design that looks like a stamp

Postmark

Mark made on an envelope to show that it has been through the post and to give
information such as place and date of posting and to prevent stamps from being
used again

Se-tenant

Stamps of different designs printed
next to each other

Slogan Postmark

Tête-Bêche

A postmark on a letter or card giving
special information perhaps to publicise
an event or date

(French for head-to-tail) Pair of joined stamps with one the right
way up and the other upside down

Thematic Collecting

Collecting by a subject rather than a country

Unmounted mint

Stamp that has not been used and has not had a hinge attached

Used

Stamp that has been used and removed from an envelope

Variety (See Error)

Watermark

Mistake in the design or printing of a stamp. May be seen on just
one stamp in a sheet but on multiple sheets

Symbol in stamp paper which can be seen through the front of a stamp when held up to
light because the paper is thinner.
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Sponsored by
The Philatelic Fund
Patrons
The Association of British Philatelic Societies (ABPS) - www.abps.org.uk

Southport Stamp Auctions

The Philatelic Traders’ Society (PTS) - www.philatelictraderssociety.co.uk

Stanley Gibbons Ltd - www.stanleygibbons.com

The Great Britain Philatelic Society (GBPS) - www.gbps.org.uk

The Philatelic Fund

Oxford Philatelic Society - www.oxfordphilsoc.com
Cartor Security Printers - www.cartor.com

The Association of Scottish Philatelic Societies www.scottishphilately.co.uk

Hampshire Philatelic Federation - www.hantsfederation.org.uk

The Insurance & Banking Philatelic Society

The National Philatelic Society (NPS) - www.ukphilately.org

Midpex - https://sites.google.com/site/midpex

Dealer Patrons
Artstamped - www.artstamped.com

Martello Auctions - www.martelloauctions.com

Bill Barrell - www.barrell.co.uk

Mayfair Philatelic Auctions - www.mpastamps.com

BB Stamps - www.bbstamps.co.uk

Philangles - www.philangles.co.uk

Beckett Philatelics - 01362 69452

Purves Philatelics - www.purvesphilatelics.co.uk

Benstamps - www.benstamps.co.uk

Richardson & Copp - www.richardsonandcopp.com

Mark Bloxham - www.philatelic.co.uk

Rushstamps - www.rushstamps.co.uk

BPA Expertising Ltd - www.bpaexpertising.com

Samwells - www.samwells.com

Buckingham Covers - www.buckinghamcovers.com

David Shaw - www.davidshawpostalhistory.com

Candlish McCleery - www.candlishmccleery.com

Spink - www.spink.com

Cavendish Philatelic Auctions - www.cavendish auctions.com

Stamp Insurance Services - www.stampinsurance.co.uk

Corbitt Stamps Ltd - www.corbitts.com

John & Mark Taylor - email: markjtaylor@btinternet.com

John Curtin - www.jcstamps.co.uk

ThematiX - www.thematix.co.uk

Dauwalders - www.worldstamps.co.uk

Martin Townsend - www.martintownsend.com

Embassy Philatelists - www.embassystamps.co.uk
Eric Paul - www.ericpaul.co.uk

Universal Philatelic Auctions & Omniphil Stamps www.upastampauctions.co.uk

Grosvenor Philatelic Auctions - www.grosvenorauctions.com

Andrew Vaughan - www.stampsgb.co.uk

Isle of Man Stamps & Coins - www.gov.im/post/stamps

Tristan Brittain - www.oxfordstampauctions.co.uk

Andrew Lajer - www.andrewglajer.co.uk

T & T Auctions - www.tandtauctions.com

Tony Lester - www.tonylester.co.uk

Manchester & District Philatelic Traders Association https://manchester.talktalk.net/philatelictraders

The Magpie (Bill Pipe) - www.magpiebillpipe.com

Friends
Mulready Philatelics - www.mulreadyphilatelics.co.uk

Brian Reeve - www.brian-reeve.com

South African Collectors Society - www.southafricacollector.com

Guernsey Post - www.guernseypost.com

Czech Philatelic Society - www.cpsgb.org.uk

Royal Mail - www.royalmail.com

Leamington & Warwick Philatelic Society

Have a look at our website:
www.stampactive.co.uk
Sponsored by The Association of British
Philatelic Societies (ABPS)

